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The only way parties can avoid this social media trap is to rule-_out any of this commu

nication as evidence of binding intention pursuant to the CISG by means of an express 

contract clause. Alternatively, parties must let it flow and accept the risk! 

4.4 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

The digital revolution and the internet have finally reached every day Life. Communications 

via the internet rule our daily lives. There is hardly any distinction any more between direct 

communications via emails and indirect via social media. Additionally, the borderline 

between the private sphere of persons and their professional sphere is dwindling away. 

This also affects the form of communication utilized for contracts and contractual com

munications in international sale of goods. 

These informal communications create uncertainties. The CISG generally favours no 

form (Art. 11), except for those eight Contracting States that have declared an Article 96 

reservations.13 

However, the crux of the answer to these uncertainties lies within the flexible norms 

of the CISG, which allow parties to create their own forms of communication via practices 

or usages, or even indirectly via usages of trade (Arts. 8 and 9 CISG). 

In the absence of any strict norms prescribing the form of a notice, it can be assumed 

that quick messages via social media platform, even after usual business hours, can be 

taken by courts as binding representations or statements by the party in question. 

It depends ultimately on the court or arbitration tribunal as to how to evaluate such 

evidence, i.e., whether a social media 'tweet' can be attributed to one contractual party as 

the sender, and whether it was received by the other contractual party. 

Yet in any case, the sheer existence of a social media message shifts the burden of proof 

to the other party attempting to deny its receipt. On the other hand, it might remain risky 

to rely solely on social media communication. If the court is not satisfied with the evidence 

of notification, the legal consequences can be severe, e.g., Article 39 CISG. 

If parties to an international sales contract wish to avoid any legal uncertainty regarding 

social media, they should either expressly 'opt out' of social media in accordance with 

Article 6 CISG, 14 by either expressly defining permissible types of communication for 

contractual notifications, and/or expressly ruling out any kind of social media communi

cation. 

13 See supm nolc 7. 
14 Also. opling-in Is pcrmi11cd ns n 'pmltlvc mirror lnrnge' of An. 6 CISG which only deulN wi th lhc op1lng 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 

\ 

Some facts and figures may help us understand the current technological context of 

international trade and how it has become increasingly affected by electronic communica

tions over the past few years. 

In 2003, some of today's main social network systems - Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter, 

Skype and Instagram - did not exist. Linkedin had just been created, and had 92,000 users. 

Facebook alone now has over 1.4 billion users, and even the much less popula1· Linkedln 

has more than 93 million users. Common applications such as mobile internet access, 

touch-screen devices, Cloud, Kinect, SmartTV sand 3D printers were unheard of in 2003.1 

In the third quarter of 2014, 301 million smartphones were shipped worldwide. In 

2016, it is expected tl1at nine out of ten mobile phones will be smartphones.2 In 2020, at 
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any given moment, there will be at least 20 billion devices connect~d to the internet. Fur

thermore, in 2011 95% of all information was in digital format, and most of it was accessible 

on the internet or through other computer networks.3 The phrase e-commerce is gradually 

being replaced by m-commerce as transactions are becoming distinctively mobile. 

Regarding social networking, in 2009 there were already more social networking services 

(SNS) than e-mail users - a figure that has only increased. 

The internet has most certainly changed the way the world does business. It is glaringly 

obvious for everyone willing to see - from the captivating sharing-community and the 

futuristic means of mobile payment, to the arising opportunities that bring former outsiders 

to the table of international commerce. In addition, the internet has also significantly 

altered the meaning of borders and the means of interaction. Despite many silver linings, 

as an almost natural consequence, the usages and practices of international trade have 

been left trailing behind. 

This could have never been foreseen at the time the CISG was drafted. In 1980, the 

internet was still a military tool and had not yet been expanded worldwide. In this sense, 

as remarked by Davies and Snyder, that Article 13 CISG provides that telegrams and telexes 

meet the requirement of 'writing' seems comical nowadays.4 In a society marked by 

intensive electronic communication through a variety of means and applications, the forms 

of communication mentioned in Article 13 belong in museum collections rather than in 

international sales. 

Given this framework, it is almost surprising that in 2003 the CISG Advisory Council 

reached such lasting conclusions as those set forth in Opinion No. 1. Even in such a different 

technological context, the ClSG Advisory Council adopted guidelines that are still useful 

in addressing some of the most pressing problems of e-commerce within the CISG. 

The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the legal aspects of electronic communications 

in the application of the CISG. In order to achieve this goal, it takes the very successful 

Opinion No. 1 as a model and structure against which new rules and technical developments 

can be compared and understood. In a way, Opinion No. 1 is a proxy for analysis of the 

topic of e-communications within the CISG in general. The chapter fmally draws conclu 

sions about what has evolved beyond the reach of Opinion No. 1. Moreover, it shows how 

the foresight of the CISG Advisory Council in 2003 still makes Opinion No. I useful in 

practice, even after such dramatic technological changes. 

3 M. Hilbert & P. L6pez, 'The World's Technological Capacity to Store, Communicate, and Compute lnfor
ma1ion', Scle11ce, Vol. 332, No. 6025, 2011. 
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5.2 C I SG AovrsoRv CouNc 1L OP1N10N No. 1 

It is widely known that the CISG nor any other uniform law cannot by itself promote 

uniformity. In order to achieve its purpose and truly overcome legal barriers, it must be 

interpreted and applied in a uniform way. As stated by Professor Schlechtriem, this task 

requires the discipline of an orchestra witl1 a conductor.5 

Bearing this in mind, in 2001 the CISG Advisory Council was established. This private 

initiative gatl1ers prominent CISG scholars and aims to protect 'the paramount regard to 

international character of the Convention and tl1e need to promote uniformity'6 by pub

lishing opinions regarding controversial issues.7 

Upon a request from the International Chamber of Commerce regarding issues or 

electronic communications and tl1e flexibility of the CISG towards them,8 the CISG 

Advisory Council circulated its first opinion in 2003. This opinion had as Rapporteur 

Christina Ramberg, and was entitled 'Electronic Communications under CISG' (Opinion 

No. J ).9 It touched upon the interpretation of certain language in tl1e CISG that had become 

rather blurred due to internet innovations. Some of these were expressions such as 'dis

patch', 'notice', 'reaches', 'writing' and 'oral'. 10 

The subject matter was clearly justified. At the time the CISG was drafted, modern 

means of communication corresponded to telegrams and the then leading-edge facsimile. 

In 2003, in a world already encompassed by the electronic communications revolution, 

the interpretation of the CISG's last-century language demanded some guidance in order 

to safeguard its uniform application.11 

Technology is ever changing at an almost unfathomable speed. The reality regarding 

electronic communication in 2003 was significantly different from the reality of today. 

Any guidelines in the realm of e-communication are bound to quickly become obsolete. 

It says a great deal for Opinion No. I that it is still currently applicable in many instances. 

S P. Schlechtriern, 'Uniform Sales Law in the Decisions of the Bundesgerichtslrof, 50 Years of tire Brmdcsgerld rt
shof {Federa l Supreme Court of Germa11y}: A Celebratio11 A11thology from the Academic Com1111111ity, 2002. 
available at: <www.cisg.law.pace.edu/cisg/biblio/schlechtriem3.hlml>. 

6 CISG Advisory Council, Welcome lo tire CISG Advisory Council, available al <www.cisgac.com>. 
7 ).D. Kart on & L. Gerrniny, 'Has the CISG Advisory Council Corne of Age>', Berkeley jo11r1111/ of / 11tem11tl,11111I 

Law, Vol. 27, No. 2, 2009, p. 451, avaifablc at <hllp:l/scholarship.law.berkclcy.cdu/bjil/vol27/is,2/4>. 
8 L. Mistclis, CISG-AC P11/Jlisl1cs First Opi11io11.<, 26 March 2008, available al <www.cisg.law.pacc.edu/clsglCISl; 

AC.html>. 
9 CISG Advisory Co1111ci l. 'Opinion No. I - Electronic Comm1111 lcu1ions Under CISG', 200~. Rappnr1 c111: 

Profcs,or Chrl., tlrrn lfo 111bcr11 (Opinion No, I). 
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Against this background, one may take one of three positions towards Opinion No. 1. 

To some extent, these possible approaches reflect various views regarding the CISG itself. 

A possible view advocates that Opinjon No. 1 is problematic and should be repealed or 

updated. Another possible approach argues Opinion No. 1 is insufficient to deal with 

today's issues but can be complemented by scholarship and case law. A third possible 

position claims Opinion No. 1 contains the necessary general guidelines to deal with all 

of today's relevant issues, and that this is reflected by scholarly writings and case law. 

5.3 OPI NION No. 1 IN DETAI L 

Opinion No. 1 analyzes 24 different articles of the Convention, the interpretation of which, 

in the opinion of the CISG Advisory Council, was affected by issues arising from electronic 

communication. However, seven main issues can be discerned therein. 

The Opinion mostly deals with the interpretation of specific terms present in the CISG 

that are especially affected by electronic communjcations, such as 'writing', 'reaches', 
'dispatch', 'notice' and 'oral'. 

The principle of freedom of form, expressed in Article 11 CISG, is widely known. 

According to the Opinion, based on the CfSG references to telegram and telex in Article 

13, an electronic communication wUI be in 'writing' if it is able to fulfil the same functions 

as a paper-based communication. Bearing this in mind, the g11ideline provides 'the term 

"writing" in CISG also includes any electronic communication retrievable in perceivable 

form'. 

The Opinion also highlights the concept of'writing' may be directly (Art. 6 CISG) or 

indirectly (Art. 9 CISG) limited and, further, this guideline does not intend to disturb the 
effects of declarations pursuant to Article 96. 

As to the meaning of'dispatch' and 'reaches', the Opinion deals with the interpretation 

of Articles 15(1) and (2), 16(1), 17, 18(2), 19(2), 20(1), 21(1) and (2), 22, and 24. Pursuant 

to Opinion No. 1, a communication is 'dispatched' when it leaves the sender's server. It is 

'reached' when the communication enters the recipient's server. 

Regarding the latter, it is important to distinguish between the moment when the 

message reaches, i.e., enters the recipient's server and becomes accessible to him, from the 

moment when the recipient actually reads or listens to it. As remarked upon in the Opinion, 

this is the distinction between 'reach the desk' and 'reach the mind'.12 Only the former is 

indeed relevant to the CISG since it is based on objective criteria and thus, easier to 
demonstrate. 
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The interpretation proposed for the term ' notice' raises few issues. It merely states that 

'notice' includes electronic communications. In this regard, like ' notice', the 'request and 

other communications' and the act of specification mentioned respectively in Articles 27 

and 65 CISG can be done through electronic communications. 13 This interpretation was 

adopted in the Delizia v. Columbia Distributing Company.14 Therein, a US Federal District 

Court expressly made reference to Opinion No. I in order to emphasize that the aggrieved 

party could have notified the breaching party via e-mail. 

The last term interpreted by the Opinion is 'oral'. This term includes 'electronically 

transmitted sound and communications in real time'. 15 Electronic communications in real 

time correspond to the means of communication by which the parties interact in real time, 

either by sound or typed letters. 

Due to this equivalence, electronic communications in real time are t~ be accorded the 

same treatment as oral communications. Therefore, an offer made over a chat forum, 

which is considered an electronic communication in real time, must be accepted immedj
ately, in light of Article 18(2) CISG. 

Besides the meaning of the terms mentioned, there is one very distinctive general rule 

that is constantly repeated in the Opinion. It concerns consent to receive electronic com

munications. In order to grant an electronic communication legal effect, the recipient must 

have consented to receive electronic communications 'of that type, in that format and to 
that address'.16 

Let us contemplate this rule with the following example: a buyer has sent an offer by 

'snail mail'. It later decides to withdraw its offer and sends an e-mail that, complying with 

Article 15(2) CISG, enters the seller's server - i.e., reaches tl1e seller - before the offer. In 

this example, if the seller has not - explicitly or implicitly - expressed its consent to receive 

electronic communications, the offer will not have been effectively withdrawn, since the 

communication of withdrawal will not be enforceable. The same result applies if the sender 

directs the communication to a different address or by another means of electronic com

munication that was not agreed upon. 

To conclude the analysis of the Opinion, there is one more specific rule that should be 

mentioned. Under Article 20(1) CISG, prescribes different 'day ones' for the time calculation 

of the period for acceptance, depending upon the means of communication used. When 

the offer is conveyed in a letter or telegram, the period of time for acceptance begins to 

run from the moment it is handed in for dispatch - or the date on the envelope. 

13 Id., R11le. 011 Ans. 27and 65 CISG. 
14 /,11 Ocllz /11 fr/11/011/ /11 l>t-lli /11, S.C./\ ,IU .. v. (;p/11111/,/11 l)/str//1111/11,~ C11111J11111y, l11c. ct rt/,, US Dl~trlct Cou1 I 

(W11shln111<1n), 9 Scp1c111bcr 20011, 11v,11l11ht,, 111 < h1tp11/d114w1,l11w.p11cc.1·d11/c11Nr1/(Jil(IIJOll11 I ,h1111l;.. 
15 CISC, Advls!II y C1n111111, AII/H<I 11u(c 11, /111fo, 1111 Ar ll, lllW, I V(2), l l ( I), 21 W 1111d 21I. 
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Nonetheless, if the offeror fixes the period by telephone, telex -_or by other means of 

instantaneous communication, the counting starts when it reaches the offeree - i.e., 

immediately. 

In this sense, Opinion No. 1 substantially equates e-mails to letters or telegrams, and 

includes chatting programs within the category of'other means of instantaneous commu

nication'.17 The consequences of this assimilation directly affects the time calculation. 

Therefore, whereas the period oftime for acceptance of an offer conveyed via an e-mail 

starts to run from the moment of its dispatch, 18 regarding real time chatting messages, the 

offeror must accept immediately.19 

5.4 BEYOND THE C ISG AND O P1 N10N No. 1 

The CISG Advisory Council was not isolated in its concern regarding electronic commerce 

and communications. In fact, tl1e pioneering initiative had already been taken by 

UNCITRAL in the early 1990s, when UNCITRAL engaged itself in the drafting of a model 

law on the subject. The result of four years of preparatory work was the UNCITRAL Model 

Law on Electronic Commerce (MLEC).20 It consists of a set of principles aimed at providing 

an internationally accepted legal framework in the matter of electronic commerce, and 

consequently, seeks to set aside legal obstacles to international trade. It has successfully 

served as an initial basis for domestic legislation and for further harmonization. 

There are three main principles promoted by tl1e MLEC: the principles of non-discrim

ination, technology neutrality and functional equivalence. The principle of non-discrimi

nation states that the mere fact that a document is in an electronic form will not be sufficient 

to taint its validity or enforceability. The principle of technology neutrality provides the 

detachment of rules from the type of technology employed. Lastly, the functional equiva

lence principle describes tl1e requirements under which electronic communication legally 

is equivalent to paper-based communication. 

As mentioned, a number of countries have adopted domestic legislation based on 

MLEC,21 for example: the 1999 US Uniform Electronic Transactions Act (UETA),22 the 

17 Id., Comments, para. 20.3. 
18 ld., Comments, para. 20.3. 
19 Id., Comments, para. 20.5. 
20 UNCITRAL Model Law 0 11 Electronic Commerce wirh Guide to Enactment 1996, GA Res 51/162, UN Doc. 

A/5 1 /1 62 (MLEC). 
21 According lo UN CIT RA L, '[l]cgislat ion based on or influenced by the Model Luw hns hccn ndoptcd in 65 

States', such as Australia, Canadn, Chino, lndiu, Mexico. New Zealand, Rcpuhllc of Korea, Saudi 1\rnbia, 
South Afrlco, United Kingdom. S,•e UNCl'f'l\A t,, St11111s: UNC/'l'/1/\I, Mruh•l l 11w n11 /:'l1·rtro11/c Ct1m111ac,·, 
nvoilnblc 01 <w1~w.unci1 ro l.or11/u11cl1rol/c11/11nchrol t1•x1s/ckc1ronlc commrrcc/ I 1Jl/t\Mo1l1•l ~lOlllR.html •. 

22 U11lj111111 lill'ct1c111/r '/'11111i11<1/o11., l\t'I, 11.lop11•d 10 July 1911\l, N111lu1111l ( 'onfo1u111r ul C'om111l•lt111e1~ 1H1 
U11l(cH 111 S101c• 1 ,1w (N('CUSI.) (Unllrcl Molo1 ol l\111rrl111), Srr ),I\ l'1111h1v~, 'U,r 111111 Pnh111c11hllhy ol 
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2000 US Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act (E-SlGN),23 and in 

France, Loi 2000-230.24 

Besides this important model law and its reflection in domestic legal systems, there are 

two paramount international sets of rules that promote uniform norms in the electronic 

commerce arena. They are the 2004 ICC eTerms,25 and the 2005 UN Convention on the 

Use of Electronic Communications in International Contracts (e-CC),26 which, due to 

their prominence, will be detailed below. 

Three main common grounds can be derived from all of these international standards: 

I. an electronic record is sufficient if it can be stored and retrieved; 

2. there is no need for a formal 'digital signature' - clear assent as part of any e-mail suf
fices; and 

3. rules are not conditional upon particular types of technology, but instead will be 

enforced in accordance with the notion of medium neutrality. 

5.4.1 ICC eTerms 2004 

Considering the rise of new technologies and their increasing use in international trade, 

in 2004 the ICC promulgated the ICC eTerms.27 They are comprised of only two articles 

that aim to safeguard the validity of an electronically concluded contract, rather than reg

ulation of the substantive issues of the contract. Altl10ugh short, this set of rules is significant 

given the global importance of the lCC and its reach. 

When parties incorporate ilie ICC eTerms, they agree on three main points found in 

Article 1: 

I . an electronically concluded contract is valid and enforceable; 

2. electronic messages can be used as evidence when correctly sent; and 

3. parties will refrain from chalJenging the validity of electronic communi.cations solely 

based on their electronic character. 

The ICC eTerms in Article 2 state that they govern the use of electronic communication. 

Pursuant to Article 2( I) ICC eTerms, a message is considered to be dispatched when 'it 

Electronic Contracting: The Stale of Uniform Legislation Allempting to Regulate E-Cornmcrcc 1rn11snclio11s', 
Michigon Stnte fo1m111I of i111em atio1111/ L111v, Vol. 16, No. I, 2007, p. 158. 

23 Electronic Slg1111tures /11 Glol.i11I and N/l fio11al Commerce Act, Pub.I,. 106-229, 114 Stal. 464, enacted 30 Ju11c 
2000, 15 U.S.C. ch. 96 (United Stales of Amcricn)(ll-SIGN), Sec id., p. 161. 

2,1 l.oi 2000-230, cnn, 1cd 13 March 200(), JOit!' nu 62, p. 3968 (Frnncc). 
25 /111e11wr/n1111/ Cl11,111/i1ir nf C.'no11111rrl'r r'li•, 111s, lO(M, ,,v11l111hlc 111 " www.lccwbo.or11/nn111/t)oc11mcnu/Coo1 

mcrd11l I uw 111111 l'r,,rth,c/lCC 1.'l'tll Ill~ lO(M •(IC'<: 1·'l'c1111R), 

l(> Nc•w l'mA C:11111•~11//1!11 1111 t/11• llltt 11/ 11/t•t /11111/c C't11111111111/m//u111 /11 /111n11111tlt111al Cmt111w11, udoptrd 
J.\ Nov~mht•r l00~, l/N I l111 , A/ltO/~ I~ (t 1111111•11 htlo foru• l M111 ~h 211 I I) (e ( ;c:) 
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enters an information system outside the control of the sender' and-received when 'it enters 

an information system designated by the addressee'. 

Moreover, Article 2(2) ICC eTerms deals with the situation when the electronic message 

is sent to an information system that was not indicated by the addressee. In this case, the 

message is only received when the addressee in fact becomes aware of it. 

Finally, Article 2(3) ICC eTerms mandates that the message is deemed to have been 

sent and received, respectively, at the sender's and at the addressee's place of business. 

Part of these rules slightly differ from the interpretation given by the CISG Advisory 

Council Opinion. In light of Article 6 CISG, when the parties agree on the ICC eTerms 

2004, they prevail over the general rules of the CISG. 26 Consequently, parties may contract 

around any possible inconsistencies by adopting the ICC eTerms as partial derogation 

from the CISG. 

5.4.2 e-CC (United Nations Convention on Use of Electronic 
Communications in International Contracts) 

The discussions that preceded the drafting of the e-CC reveal that the parties involved 

initially contemplated amending the international conventions affected by technological 

changes. 29 Nonetheless, UNCITRAL opted to promote the new convention, which entered 

into force at the beginning of2013.30 

In the words of the Preamble, the e-CC was designed '{c}onsidering that problems 

created by uncertainty as to the legal value of the use of electronic communications in 

international contracts constitute an obstacle to international trade'. In this sense, as often 

repeated, the e-CC aims to promote 'practical solutions for issues related to the use of 

electronic means of communication in connection with international contracts'.31 

There are a number of reasons why discussion on interpretation of tl1e CISG are related 

to the e-CC. One of them becomes clear in Article 20 e-CC. This provision includes tlle 

28 This view is shared by Ihab Amro, dr. jur. and Assistant Professor of Private LllW, in an unpublished article 
to which the authors have been given access. See aLrn I. Amro, 'The Use of Online Arbitration .in the Reso
lution of International Commercial Disputes'. Vindobona }oumol of lnlernalional Commercial Law 1111d 
Arbitration, Vol. I 8, 2014. 

29 J.A.E. Faria, 'Drafting and Negotiating History of the Electronic Communications Convention'. in A.H. 
Boss & W. Kilian (Eds.), Tlte U11ited Nations Convenrion 0 11 t/1e Use of El1icrro11ic Co111111111dcatior,s /11 

/r,rernr1tio11al Contracts, Kluwer Law International. The Netherlands, 2008. p. 28. 
30 e-CC, suJJra note 26. 
31 UNCITRAI. Sccrctnrl:11, /Jxp/111111tory Note by the UNC/TIU I. Sroutr11 /111011 till· U11/t1•tf Nat/om Co11ve11t/011 

011 rhe Us,· of lilf·<1m11/r Co1111111111/mt lr111s /11 /11trr1111tlo1111/ C1111tmrt1, 2007, p11r~ .. \, nvollohlc "I 
,· www.11ncl1rnl.or11lpdf/c11sll1h/11•,1s/clc"co111/0I\ ~7,1•,.2 l!h11ok,11df'>1 Arr 11/10 P. fl. 1•olu11"kl, 'I 111rrn111lo1rnl 
Jlh-wunl~ Co111m.11t111 In 1h11 N1·w1•11 UN Conw111lo11', /111111111/ uj lr11r11111tln1111/ l '11111111n1dn/ I 11w 11111I 
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CISG in a list of international conventions whose interpretation must take into account 

the provisions of the e-CC. 

It is important to outline three criteria for this parallel application: 

1. the parties must have made 'use of electronic communications in connection with the 

formation or performance of a contract';32 

2. tlle parties must have their places of business in Contracting States of both the CISG 

and the e-CC, or the applicable law must be that of a CISG and e-CC Contracting 
State;33 and 

3. tl1e contract must be an international contract for the sale of goods governed by the 

CISG.34 

5.4.2. l Automated Transactions 

A key provision in the context of electronic commerce relates to the matter of automated 

transactions. These are contracts that are concluded without any traditional human 

interaction.35 In this matter, three important provisions ought to be underlined. 

First of all, one should look to Article 4 e-CC, which, in Article 4(g), provides for the 

following definition of an 'automated message system': 

a computer program or an electronic or otller automated means used to initiate 

an action or respond to data messages or performances in whole or in part, 

without review or intervention by a natural person each time an action is initi

ated or a response is generated by the system. 

Bearing this concept in mind, Articles 12 and 13 e-CC specifically deal with automated 

transactions. The sole fact that a natural person did not review or intervene in the formation 

of the contract will not affect its validity or enforceability. As argued by Professor Eiselen, 

under a traditional view, it may seem strange to have a meeting of 'minds' without human 

interaction. Nevertheless, the e-CC rules propose to overcome tllis preconception and 

assure tlle validity of a contract concluded by means of the exchange of automated mcs
sages.36 

32 Art. 1(1) e-CC. 
33 Art. l( l)(a) and (b) CISG; UNCITRAI.Sccrcturial. mpm note 3 1, pn rn. 5. 
34 Arts. 1-J CJSC. This clrnptcr only In tends w provide a rrnmcwork mt her than deta iled scrutiny of the swpl· 

of upplicatlon ond t1pjillcnhll lty or eithe r Convcn1lo11, or the various (lntcrc.tinit) im1c~ rc11urdlnk this 10111' 
35 J.A. Znvulc11" & E.B. l ly1mu11. 'Wldt;rt~ to WlnJnw~: l"hc "Wchnlu1lnn"' orcommcrcl11I S,1lcs". C."11111111111•1 

/.(1111 /!c•11/c11111111/ l"c-<l11wfoj0• /01111111/, Vol. (I, lll02, pp. l•111 HU. 
IC, S. HINclcn,' l"hc lJNH( ' IC:1 I h1• Ji111•11111tlon11I T111tlo In thr l)l11lh1I l'ru', /1011/11•/11,m1111 ///c>d1011/t I 11w /11111110/, 

Vol. I 0, No. J, JU01, 1111, I 11 1!1, ~v11ll11hl~ 111 .-1t11111ll11•h111•1111-.•11hl11t L,0,111/1~1•1\-/11111•••l11h•1 tro11k 1!1111 
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Therefore, a contract concluded by the interaction of automated.message systems (EDI) 

is a priori valid and enforceable.37 Contrary to possible counter-arguments, the will of the 

relevant party is fully respected, since this intention is reflected in the deliberate program

ming of an automated message system.36 

Such a message system generates in the offeree a legitimate expectation that the offeror 

indeed wishes to be bound by it. It also shows, quite reasonably, that the party who utilizes 

the opportunity to set up an automated message system bears the risk of their own message 

and of the objective intention transmitted by it. 

5.4.2.2 Error in Communication 
Article 14 e-CC concerns a related issue; error in communication.39 Although it does not 

cover EDI transactions, since it provides for input errors by natural persons, it does provide 

an answer regarding responsibility for incorrect data entry.40 This article allows the party 

who makes an input error to withdraw a message and resulting declaration of intention if 

the following criteria are met: 

l. the automated system does not allow the natural person to review or correct its state

ment; 

2. the natural person notifies the o ther party as soon as possible of its error; and 

3. the natural person or the represented party has not attained a material benefit from 

the transaction.41 

5.4.2.3 Place of Business 

Another important topic in thee-CC relates to the concept of place of business. The first 

rule is that the place of business of a party is presumed to be the one indicated by it.41 In 

the absence of such a declaration, which is not by any means a duty of the parties, default 

37 E. Mil<, 'Evaluating the Impact of the UN Convention on the Use of Electronic Communications in Inter• 
national Contracts on Domestic Contract Law: The Singapore Example', CMnese (Taiwan) Yearbook of 
Internatio11a/ Law a11d Affairs, Vol. 28, 2010, available al <http://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/cgi/viewcon
tent.cgi1article=3050&context=sol_research> web version at pp. 8-9. 

38 Eiselen, supra note 36, p. 16. 
39 It is noteworthy that when il comes to validity issues, the CISG has a blurrier border of application, since, 

despite Art. 4(a) CISG, it is recognized that some validity issues arc indeed dealt with by tJ1c C!SG. Thus, 
here, the e-CC-CJSG connection is more delicate. Regarding the validity exception under lhc CISG, see 
H.E. Hartnell, 'Rousing the Sleeping Dog: The Validity Exccplion to the Convention on Contracts for the 
Interna tional Sale of Goods', Yale Jou ma/ of lnternalio11al l,mv, Vol. I 8, No. I, 1993. 

40 K.W. Chong & J.S. Choo, 'United Nations Convention on the Use of Electronic Communlca1ions in ln1cr
nntlonal Contracts - A New Global Srn ndard', S/11g11porc Atadc111y of /,11111 Jmir1111/, Vol. 111, 2006, pp. 127• 
128. 

,11 Pola11skl.1111m1 llOIC Ii, 11, 117, 
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rules apply.43 In this sense, Article 4(h) e-CC defines 'place of business' as 'any place where 

a party maintains a non-transitory establishment to pursue an economic activity other 

than the temporary provision of goods or services out of a specific location'. 

In combination with Article 6 e-CC, this determines the location of the server and 

equipment used, since the domain name or e-mail address are not by themselves evidence 

of place of business for the purposes of thee-CC. Thus, the physical location prevails over 

any virtual ones.44 

This understanding was designed to protect a party from the adoption of a fictional 

place of business by the other party. Nonetheless, the consequences of such possible 

deceitful conduct are to be resolved under domestic law.45 

Furthermore, the place of business is relevant since, pursuant to Article 10(3) e-CC, 

an electronic communication is considered to have been sent from the place of business 

of the sender, and considered to have been received at the place ofbusiness of the recipient. 

5.4.2.4 Form Requirements 

Following on from the footsteps of Articles 6, 7 and 8 MLEC, Article 9 e-CC provides for 

form requirements. Like the CISG, it primarily promotes the general rule of freedom of 

form.46 However, subsequent paragraphs provide default rules where the contract might 

be subject to three possible form requirements. 

Under Article 9(2) e-CC, writing requirements will be fulfilled when the electronic 

communication fulfils the same purpose as a paper-based communication, in t he sense 

that ' the information contained therein is accessible so as to be usable for subsequent ref

erence'. 

The second issue relates to the party's signature. Article 9(3) e-CC states that any sig

nature requirement will be fulfilled when the method used to identify the declaring party 

or declare its intention regarding the content is 'as reliable as appropriate' under the cir

cumstances, or identity and intention has in fact been proven. 

Finally, the two last sections address requirements of integrity and reliabil ity, such os 

those, for instance, which are generally imposed on arbitration agreements. In order to 

meet this requirement:47 

43 S. Eiselen, 'The Interaction Be1wcen the Electronic Communications Convention and the United Na1lons 
Convention on the International Sale of Goods', i11 A. H. Boss & W. Kilian (Eds.), T/,e U11ited N111l011.1 
Co11ve111/011 011 tl,e Use of E/cctro11fc Co1111111111icatiom i11 lntem11ticm11I Co11tracts, Kluwer I.aw lntcnrnt lonnl, 
The Nc1hcrln11Cls, 2008. p. 338. 

44 Pol11nskl , s11111·" ,w1c·3 1. p. 11 •I. 
15 lt J. Molek. likcrrl/l1/c C11111111 t·nr 111 /11tcr1111t/111111/ '/'mile l.11w: lis/lcc/111/y 11111/iir tlic UN C<111w·11r/011 011 11,r 

Use of 11/rrr,!Jtl/r C1111111Hl11/n,1/11111 /11 /111~111111/111111/ C'l111tr11C11 JIii/.~ 11111/ tlw CIS(;, V l)M Puhli~hl11~. S11111 

h1 lie kc 11, l0 I I, pp. I •I I /1, 

116 . lllil•lu11, !rt/1111 11O1 1• Ill, 111' • IJ 11, 
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1. the communication's integrity must be reliably assured; and 

2. the communication must be 'capable of being displayed to the person to whom it is to 

be made available'.48 

5.4.2.5 Invitation to Make Offers 
In the virtual commerce realm, 'one of the most controversial and unpredictable issues' 

relates to the binding effect of web advertisements.49 Reflecting the rule already provided 

in the CISG, the e-CC in Article 11 provides that 'a proposal to conclude a contract made 

through one or more electronic communications which is not addressed to one or more 

specific parties' is generally to be considered as an invitation to make an offer, rather than 

a binding public offer awaiting acceptance. 

It can be considered otherwise under two circumstances: (1) when the proposal is 

directed to one or more specific parties; or (2) where a web-based seller indicates its 

intention to be bound nevertheless. The second exception applies, for instance to internet 

auctions.50 

5.4.2.6 Availability of Contract Terms 
Some previous experiences in the international contract law field have anticipated the 

work of the UNICITRAL Working Group in regard t~ issues like the availability and 

incorporation of contractual terms, such as standard terms, and the battle of forms. 

The e-CC decided not to specifically address this issue. Where a party is obliged to 

make certain contract terms available, Article 13 e-CC simply clarifies that the extent to 

which such a requirement is fulfilled is to be dealt with under the applicable law.51 Fre

quently, the applicable law will be the CISG. In this case, although the CISG does not 

expressly deal with this particular issue, the rules of formation of the contract shall apply. 

Regarding the incorporation of standard terms, the CISG Advisory Council Opinion No. 

13 provides interpretative guidance.52 

5.5 SPECIFIC ISSUES 

Against this background, it is interesting to analyze in more detail some specific situations 

that bring out the peculiarities of electronic communications in international sales. They 

48 Art . 9(4)(b) c-CC. 
49 Polanski, s11pm note 31. p. 11 6. 
50 This pnrtlculor l.,~uc l,i utldrc~Ncd 111111!11 below, 

~ I EINclcn, 111/1111 ll111 C "'· p. lK, 
',l C:ISCl AJvl~o1-yCm111dl, 'Opl11lon No 11 Int lu~lon of ~h11uln11I '11•110. 111111~1 the C'IS<l', 10 I I, lt11pportct11: 
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shed light on the applicability of the CISG and Opinion No. 1, and their flexibility to deal 

with new problems in international transactions. 

Article 11 CISG advances the principle of freedom of form. The CISG will apply to 

electronically concluded contracts that meet the requirements of applicability under 

Articles 1-3 CISG.53 

Obviously, the CISG drafters could never have foreseen the new technologies and their 

impact on international commerce. However, given the its life expectancy, the CISG was 

designed to adapt to the development of usages and techniques, through its broad and 

flexible rules as well as the Article 7(2) mechanisrn.54 

Regarding the aforementioned set of rules, such as the MLEC, thee-CC and the ICC 

eTerms, despite their uniform and international character, they are not to be used to 

interpret or complement the CISG without the parties' agreement. This would violate the 

autonomous interpretation mandated by Article 7(1) CISG.55 However, if the conditions 

for application of both e-CC and the CISG are met, the conflicting e-CC provisions will 

prevail either as lex specialis for the subject matter they cover or as agreed-upon derogations 

under Article 6 CISG. 

The analysis below will consider, in addition to the conclusions adopted by Opinion 

No. I, the rules of formation of the contract and underlying principles of the CISG. This 

will assist in developing an understanding as to whether the CISG and Opinion No. I 

sufficiently provide for the adequate application of the Convention to electronic contracts. 

S.S. 1 Withdrawal of an Offer or Acceptance 

According to Article 15 CISG, the offeror can withdraw an offer if the withdrawal reaches 

the recipient, at the latest, at the same time as the offer. One clear example of an effective 

withdrawal is when the offer is sent via 'snail mail' and the withdrawal via e-mail. In this 

case, given the faster speed of e-mail compared to 'snail mail', it is easy to understand that 

withdrawal is possible. This was, in fact, a situation analyzed by Opinion No. 1.56 

A hard case that was not dealt with in detail by Opinion No. 1 is an offer sent by e-mail 

or by EDI communication. Considering that they are almost instantaneous means or 

53 Landgcrich1 [District Court] (LG) frciburg, Germany, 22 August 2002, 8 0 75/02. nvoilnblc HI 

< http://cisgw3.la w .pace.cd u/cascs/020822g I .ht ml>. 
54 J.O. Honnold, U11Jfor111 L(lw for /11/emntic,1111/ S11/es 11111/er tire 1980 U11ite1/ N11t/011s Co11vc11tlo11, 3rd edit 1011, 

Kl11wer Law lntcrna1io1rn l, Ncthcrlnmls, 1999. p. 16: 0 . Meyer. 'Constructive Interpretation - Applyl111t the 
CISG in the 21st Century', /11 A. Janssen & 0. Meyer (Eds.). C/SG Mct/rorloio/1)', Scll lcr. Munich, 2009, p. 
3112. 

SS U. Schroeter. •1,11,ml11r1lo11 to Art~ l•t 2•1', /11 I. Schwcmcr (Ed.). Sd11t'c/11dr111 d-S1 /1wc11wr: Cti,11111r11t111·y 
0 11 t/11• UN C.111111•111/011 011 1/11• /111,•111111/111111/ Sul,• of C,'11111/c (C:/Sc;), •Ith cdl1lo11, Oxfonl Unlv~r~hy 1•,r~,. 
Oxf'ofll. lll \ /1, pun, ,~(). 
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·ommunication, it may be virtually impossible for a withdrawal to ?ypass an offer so as 

0 reach the offeree sooner. However, some recent technical developments claim to allow 

•-mail sent in error to be 'un-sent' or ' recalled'.57 This possible future situation may again 

•hange general assumptions about technical tools available for e-communication. 

.Jotwithstanding, the general principle seems to remain applicable. These tools enhance 

he means to make the withdrawal reach the recipient before or at the same time as the 

,ffer, but this basic criterion remains relevant and unchanged. 
In a hypothetical, let us imagine that an e-mailed offer reaches the offeree during its 

ion-business hours. A few minutes later - or even hours, but still within the offeree's non

•usiness hours - the offeror sends a withdrawal, also by e-mail. The withdrawal has entered 

he offeree's server after the offer. Yet the offeree simultaneously becomes aware of both 

he offeror's intention to be bound and its intention to not be bound. 

In this situation, under a strict interpretation of the CISG rule, the offer could not be 

1wfully withdrawn. The withdrawal did not reach the addressee before the offer arrived, 

nd will thus have failed to comply with Article 15(2) CISG. Scholars have favoured this 

nterpretation.58 Nothing in the definition of ' reaches' indicates that the addressee must 

,ecome aware of the content. This can be evidenced through the drafting history of Article 

4 CISG. It is also consistent with the needs of international trade, which require objective 

riteria that can be easily proven. 
Despite these reasons, this position may be excessively strict. The reasoning underlying 

u t icle 15(2) CISG is that if the addressee becomes aware of both the offer and its with

rawal at substantially the same time, the offer will have been effectively withdrawn.
59 

Especially regarding e-mails, the addressee's awareness of the communication can be 

easonably proved by a technical assessment of the moment the e-mail was read. This is 

.ot essentially different from the evidentiary problem of determining the moment of 

·eaching'. Therefore, this interpretation would not impose a standard of proof that would 

e impossible to meet. 
This understanding regarding the possibility of withdrawal of offers made by e-mail 

an be fully extended to Article 22 CISG. This article concerns the withdrawal of an 

cceptance and, mirroring Article 15(2) CISG, provides that an acceptance can be with

rawn if the withdrawal reaches the offeror before the acceptance. Given the evident sim

arity of both rules, it is clear that, even when acceptance is sent via e-mail, if the offeror 

7 J'. Gallagher, 'UnScnd.it Lets You Retrieve Accidentally Sent Emoils', 7"rd1 Times, 8 April 20 15, nvnllnhlc 
al <www.1cch1irnc~.com/or11dc,/•1478 l/20 I 50'108/unscml kt. retrieve ,11:1.hlc11111lly-,c111 c 1m1ll~.ht111>. 
u. Schroeter,' Art Ide 15', /11 I Schwenzer (hi ),Sr/1/r<lllr/rm 6',\1/1 wt11ur- C ·11111111r11111ry1111 //tr UN C:111wrn 
1/0,1m11hr /111rn1111/1111,1/ .\11/r o/ C,omo (C /SC,), Ith r1lltlo11, Oxlt111I Ulllv1·nl1y l'tru, (bl1111I, 211111, 1M111 ~ 

1 I Sd1wrn11•1 & 11, M11h1, 'Ohl I t.1hlt1 llh• 1111111! I 1~1lll111mtl l 'ont1•1t I 11111ml11n 111 11 Mnth•111 Wo1hl', 
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becomes aware of both the acceptance and its withdrawal at substantially the same time, 

the former will have been effectively withdrawn for all legal purposes. 

5.5.2 Definition of 'Writing ' n11d Other Form Requirements 

As already mentioned, despite the CTSG principle of freedom of form - which is also 

applicable to electronic contracts - the parties may be subject to writing requirements due 

to Article 96 reservations or specific contractual provisions.60 ln the electronic commerce 

arena, this definition is rather important. 
Opinion No. J construes Article 13 CISG to include electronic communications, so far 

as they are functionally equivalent to paper-based communication.61 It provides that for 

functional equivalence, the communication must be ' retrievable in percejvable form'.62 

This approach was also taken by other sets of rules, such as the aforementioned MLEC 

and E-SIGN.63 

Whilst thee-CC also follows the philosophy of functional equivalence,64 it provides a 

slightly different concept. Therein, it is expressly stated that the communication must be 

'accessible so as to be usable for subsequent reference'.65 

This chapter does not argue that thee-CC should ordinarily be used to complement 

the CISG. The concept of 'writing' under the CISG has been mostly built by scholarly 

writings. Nothing in the CISG text indicates that thee-CC definition should be rejected 

or is incompatible with the CISG. However, the CISG concept of writing is technologically 

outdated.66 Therefore, within the limits of the CISG, a more modern approach such as the 

one provided for by thee-CC should be taken into consideration. 

However, this more flexible interpretation of 'writing' should not be taken too far. It 

is possible to accept that the form requirement is met when the message can only be dis

played on the recipient's computer screen,67 as might be the case regarding S Sand mobile 

60 Given the fact that form requirements following;1 declaration under Article 96 lire reasonably more sensitive, 
lhc conclusions here are not to be unduly extended to these cases. In th is mailer, see also Anuo, s11pm note 
28. However, parties may have expressly inserted a clause forbidding oral modifications (NOM). 

61 A.L. Charters, 'Growth of the CISG with Changing Contract Technology: "Writing" in Light of the 
UNIDROIT Principles and CISG-Advisory Council Opinion No. 1 •. i11 J. Fclcmcgas (Ed.), A11 l11tern11tio111il 
Approach to t/1c /11rerprc111rio11 of rhe U11ired N111io11.1 Co11ve11rio11 on Conlracrs Jiir r/1e /11tenwrio1111/ Srilc of 
Goods (1980) us U11iform Sales l.11w, Cambridge University Press, New York, 2007. 

62 CISG Advisory Council, supra note 9, Rule, on Art. 13 CISG. 
63 E-SIGN s. 106, Dcfin11ions (9)'/lmmf; MLEC /\rt. 6. 
64 J.A.E. rana, ·nrnfilng ,md Nc11<11h11 lng ll lstory of the Flcwonl, Communlc,,1ion~ Convcnllnn", i11 A.II. 

l\oss & w. Klllun (Eds.). 'flit· (111/rr,/ N111/11111 01111•1•111/1111 ,111 r/u• Us1· of lih•, rri111 ic C:t11111111111/rnr/0111 111 

/1111•111111/111111/ Omtri11r1, Kluwer I ,tw l111crm11ln11,il, rhc Nclht il,111111, 20011, p. H . 
65 Ail. 11(2)c ( ( 
C,(, Mo1h•k, 111J1u111011 I \, I' 71 
(17 S\11111• < ,rt nun w11111 h,ll'r "111 u,ly "llvu1,1tr1I 1h11 vlrw I lh1 tl,1111lr11111 ld11 IApp1 IIAl1• I 1111111(1 ll I l) MU1td1m, 
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application communications. This type of message may sometimes·j.)e difficult to retrieve, 

but whenever it is reasonably easy to retrieve it, a modern business person is expected to 

be able to do so. 
Another issue regarding form requirements involves the need for a signature. Based 

on its freedom of form rule, the CISG does not impose in its text any signature requirement. 

Still, considering the parties' autonomy pursuant to Article 6 CISG, this element can be 

contractually required. 

Thee-CC explicitly deals with the signature requirement in Article 9(3) as previously 

described. The CISG does not expressly cover this issue. However, it provides sufficient 

grounds to regulate such a requirement. In light of Articles 8 and 9 CISG, it can be construed 

from the parties' intention whether this requirement has been met. Thus, it is not possible 

to give a universal solution,68 but rather a case-by-case analysis should be conducted, for 

which CISG provisions already offer guidance. 

5.5.3 Dispatch, Receipt and Allocation of Risk/or Failed or Unintelligible 
Communications 

Under the CISG, according to Opinion No. 1, dispatch-occurs when the communication 

leaves the sender's server. Under thee-CC, it occurs when the communication leaves the 

sender's informational system. The more modern reference to system tends to encompass 

a broader range of situations. Technological developments may supersede the need for a 

server in the traditional sense. By making reference to a system, the e-CC avoids putting 

in jeopardy an adequate legal solution due to a specific technological choice unwittingly 

made by linguistic conventions. 

In regard to the receipt of electronic communications, under the CISG the addressee 

receives the communication when it reaches them, i.e., when it enters the addressee's 

server.69 By contrast, thee-CC provides the communication is received when 'it becomes 

capable of being retrieved by the addressee'. This is deemed to have happened when the 

communication reaches the addressee's electronic address.' 0 If one thinks about a cloud

based e-mail system, the message may be retrieved without ever entering 'the addressee's 

server' per se. 
Although these concepts do not raise much concern by themselves, there are some 

situations that require a more careful look. One controversial situation is the addressee's 

failure to properly receive the message due to their overloaded mailbox. In this case, 

html?id=295>; Londgcrlcht I District Co11rtj( I.(;) l'lcmburg. Gcnnn11y, 2' A111411~t 2006, A'/, 6 0 107/06, 
uvnilnblc a l <www.h1wcommu11hy.<lc/volhcx1/ 189.html:., 

6K Mulck, s,,prn 110 1c ,1~. p, 7•1. 
t,I) CIS(l Atlvl~OI y ('ound l, 111/1111 nnlr i), /111/r, 011 At I, 1,, 1111111 I, 
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although the e-mail will have been effectively dispatched, it will not have not been saved 

and stored in the addressee's e-mail inbox. Scholars have discussed whether such an e

mail, which passes the addressee's gateway but is not saved and stored by virtue of technical 

problems, has indeed reached the addressee for the purposes of the e-CC.71 The key aspect 

is to determine whether technical difficulties in the reception, such as those indicated in 

this example, should be held against the addressee. 

Regardless of the technical fact of whether or not the message has reached the addressee, 

it is important to protect the sender's legitimate expectations, given that all the legal con

sequences are triggered by the recognition that a communication has objectively 'reached' 

the addressee. The underlying reasoning behind the allocation of risks follows the guideline 

that a party must not bear risks that fall within the other's party's sphere of control and 

responsibility.72 Bearing in mind this general premise, any problem in its own server or 

network that impeded the e-mail from being properly received is undet the addressee's 

sphere of control. This rule applies for instance, when: 

l. an e-mail is redirected to a spam box by the addressee's programmed filter; 

2. the addressee cannot access their e-mail due to a protection mechanism; 

3. the e-mail cannot be read as a result of a server crash. 

All these situations represent difficulties that are under the addressee's sphere of control, 

and therefore the corresponding risks should not be borne by the sender, who has properly 

dispatched the communication. 
However, if the sender has dispatched an e-mail to the wrong address or in the wrong 

format, then the sender is the one that should bear the corresponding risk. If the sender 

has attached unreadable annexes due to matters which fall within their own responsibiliLy, 

then the sender also must be held liable for that risk. 

A controversial situation arises when the sender addresses the e-mail to a general e

mail, but the responsible personnel to be reached have specific e-mails. This scenario 

should be interpreted in light of Article 8 CISG in order to determine whether the addressee 

has indeed consented to receiving e-mails at their general e-mail address. If not, the e-mail 

will only be deemed as received when the responsible staff member has become aware of 

its content.'3 

71 U. Schroeter,· /\rtlclc 24', 111 I. Sd1wc 111cr (I'd.), Sr/1/t-,/111 /c111 o-Schw,•11u 1: Co,iw1mtnry 1111 the UN Ct>11v1· ,1 

110 11 1111 f/w J11tmwt/111111/ S11/r 11/ G1111ds (C:JSC:), •11h 1·1lltlon, Oxford University l'rc8~. Oxford. 2016, pun,, 
H . 

72 . Mt1l\1k, ,111i111 11111r 4~, p. HO, 
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5.4 Manipulation of Internet Protocol (IP) to Change the Perceivable 

Origin of a Communication 

he manipulation of IP might change the apparent origin of a communication and thus 

.islead the addressee, giving for instance the impression that the sender's place of business 

in a certain country other than the actual one in which it is located. 

This situation is particularly important regarding the applicability of the CISG, since 

1e place of business is essential to determine the internationality.7'1 The appearance of a 

uty's place of business in certain Contracting State, for example, may lead the other party 

, count on the CJSG's application. It may also interfere in what is foreseeable to a party 

. the time of the conclusion of the contract, which may be relevant fo r the purposes of 

111damental breach and calculation of damages under the CISG. Manipulation ofIP may 

e used to circumvent legaJ, regulatory or contractual requirements and prohibitions, and 

may lead the other party to be unaware of such deviation. Even though the IP is not 

ecisive for determination of the place of business, it is one of many factors that will 

1fluence a party's perception. 

The concept of place of business is not explicitly provided under the CISG and should, 

1en, be interpreted autonomously.75 In this sense, the place of business is considered to 

e the place where the party openly participates in trade,76 with a certain degree of inde

endence and stability.77 The definition of the parties' place of business should take into 

ccount the interpretational rules provided in Article 8 CISG. Besides these rules, Article 

(2) CISG states that not onJy must the parties have their place of business in different 

tates, but that this internationality must also be apparent or known. This appearance can 

e inferred from the parties' dealings and information disclosed by them. These two pro

isions allow the conclusion that a party should be protected from an unforeseeable 

pplication of tl1e CISG. 

This is of a particular importance in electronic commerce. However, this reveals some 

I.most unsolvable problems. On the one hand, the apparent place of business is important 

111der the CISG. On the other hand, the apparent place of business may be completely 

rtificial and unrelated to the physical one in electronic commerce. 

It is therefore quite critical to impose some criteria in order to determine the place of 

,usiness with a higher level of certainty when electronic contracts are involved. Although 

he CISG does not expressly provide for a modern concept of place of business, CISG 

loctrine and jurisprudence have developed important considerations that aim to encompass 

,1 J\r1. 1(2) CISG. 
S J\rl. 7 CIS(,. 
6 Ohc rl ,111dcNl!C rid 11 IAppcll111c C:m11IJ(OU,) Mu1111ur1, ( ,1• 1>1111 ,,y, iii I \'1111111,y lOOO, 11v,1ll,1hlc ,11 

h11p:lld•11w I l.1w.p11«• ,•,h,h.i•n/OIIOHHJII h1111I 
., 111..,.,., 1.,,11,lu.i. .. 1 1\11111,111< I 1111111. A1111t l11 Ill Nuv1111h\l 1!.111 1, l llh \·17/11 1, 11v,1Jh1hh• 111 
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the needs and challenges of electronic contracting, and, for instance, which might serve 

as guidance to enable the protection of parties from tl1e manipulation of IP ;iddresses. 

Firstly, in light of the concept of place of business, the location of the server should not 

itself be considered the relevant place ofbusiness.78 Further, although the parties' indications 

are regarded as important, a certain nationality indication in the domain name or thee

mail address is also not decisive,79 given its unreliability. This reinforces the underlying 

principle that the definition of a party's place of business under the CISG is a matter of 

fact, and cannot be determined by presumptions alone.80 

In this respect, thee-CC also strengthens the view tl1at neither the location of the server, 

nor the domain name and e-mail address 'create a presumption that [the party's I place of 

business is located in that country'.81 Notwithstanding, thee-CC provides a slightly different 

definition, at least in theory. As a general rule, it considers as the location of the parties to 

be that which is indicated by them.82 This indication may nevertheless be i.uperseded by 

contrary proof. 

While these considerations do not answer all questions regarding the definition of the 

parties' place of business, they do provide sufficient guidance to deal with cases of IP 

manipulation. 

5.5.5 Website Offers: In vitations to Submit Offers or Offers to Unspecified 

Persons. 

As previously indicated, the matter of website offers and to what extent they are binding 

is a very sensitive issue in electronic commerce. This sensitivity can be illustrated by the 

well-known Eastman Kodak case, where at first sight, trivial data entry error cost the 

company US$2 million.83 This is only one of a number of similar cases. In this regard, the 

78 I. Schwenzer & P. Hachem, 'Article I', i11 I. Schwcnier (Ed.), Schlechtriem & Sc/11ver12er: Cn111111e11 tlll'y 1111 

the UN Co11ventio11 on the /11ternation11/ Sa/eo/Goods (C/SG), 41h edition, Oxford Universi1y Press, Oxford, 
2016, para. 23. 

79 J. Mowbray, 'The Application of llte Uni1ed Nations Convemion on Contrac1s for the ln1crno1,onal !>.,It· 
of Goods 10 E-Commercc Transac1ions: The lmplica1ions for J\sia', Vindobo1111 }011rnal of /11ter,m1l01111/ 
Co111111crc/11/ L11w & Arbitmtio11, Vol. 7, 2003. p. 131 , available al <www.cisg.law.pacc.edu/cisglhiblio/1110w 
hr.,y.h1rnl>. 

80 S. Eisclcn, 'The ln1crac1ion hc1wccn the Hcctronic Communica1ion~ Convention ,,nd 1hc Unllc<I N,lllom 
Convc111 ion on 1hc ln1cm 111lonal Sale of Gomh ', /11 J\.11. Bos, & W. Kilian (1:ds.), 'rhe U11ltrd N11 tl11111 
Co11 vc11tio11 1111 tlw U1rof l:ftoct11111/c C:111111111//rlwt/oru / 11 /11tcm11tluwli Cont met.,, Kluwer 1.nw l111crm1tlon11I. 
rlw Nc1hcrlan.l,, 20011, p .. 141\ 
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speed and readiness of on line transactions compel a definition ·.as to whether website 

advertisements constitute binding offers, or merely invitatio ad offerendum. 

According to Article 14(2) CISG, [a] proposal other than one addressed to one 

or more specific persons is to be considered merely as an invitation to make 

offers, unless the contrary is clearly indicated by the person making the proposal. 

Although website offers were not expressly considered, for obvious reasons, this article 

provides the general rule under which the problem should be examined. Even when a party 

is required to log in,84 website advertisements are not addressed to one or more specific 

persons. Therefore, they should be generally considered as mere invitations to make an 

offer85
. In this sense and in light of media neutrality, the same understanding already put 

forward regarding price lists and sales catalogues applies. 

Having set the general rule, it is important to analyze the exception, i.e., situations in 

which 'the contrary is clearly indicated'. In website offers informing readers of the 

remaining stock, in interactive applications, or in Online auctions, there may be a reasonable 

suggestion that the offeror intends to be bound. Therefore, in these cases, the proposal 

may be considered a fully binding offer directed to un~pecified persons. The other condi

tions of the offer are those expressed in the proposal. 

In contrast to the CISG, the e-CC advances a more explicit provision in this regard, 

which in fact reflects the aforementioned scholars' opinions, rather than the CISG. Article 

I 1 e-CC, besides the stating the identical general rule, expressly states that a 'proposal that 

makes use of interactive applications for the placement of orders through such information 

systems, is to be considered as an invitation to make offers'. However, it was not bold 

enough to explicitly ponder limited stock offers and assign to them a prim a facie binding 

character.86 

5.5.6 Social Network Sites and Mobile Application Software Commun ications 

Another outstanding internet phenomenon concerns social network sites (SNSs), such as 

Facebook and Linkedln, and mobile applications, such as WhatsApp, Wickr and Snapchat. 

These websites have already demonstrated tl1eir potential as a novel unconventional means 

Ill Malek. wpm nolc -I ~. p. 2'1 
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of e-notification.87 Courts in Australia,88 Canada,89 New Zealand,90 United Kingdom91 and 

the United States92 have recognized the possibility of service and notification through SNS 

messages. 

Certainly, these modern means of electronic communication cannot be neglected in a 

contemporary discussion of electronic commerce. In addition, similar applications come 

and go at extraordinary speed, and new tools are created to facilitate electronic interaction, 

payments and even product delivery (through software for 3D printers). One should look 

for general principles that will apply today and iJ1 the foreseeable futu re, regardless of the 

specific traits of a certain given form of communication. This discussion poses new chal

lenges that test known and established categories. Since instantaneous communications 

trigger different legal effects when compared to non-instantaneous ones,93 classifying such 

means of communication is of extreme importance. Consequently, it seems relevant to 

summarize some central featu res. 

When interpreting the term 'oral ', Opinion No. I equates real time communications 

such as telephone and telex to chat forum communications. Nonetheless, it considers e

mail equivalent lo letter, even though the former is nearly instantaneous. Bearing this in 

mind, some distinctive characteristics can be isolated. Firstly, the speed with which a tele

phone caJJ, telex message or e-mail reach the recipient is approximately the same. The 

main distinctions are rather ilie promptness with which the recipient becomes aware of 

the message, and their ability to immediately respond. 

The crucial difference between instantaneous and non-instantaneous communications 

is the sender's awareness or legitimate expectation that at ilie same time that the message 

is sent, the recipient unequivocally- at least from an objective perspective - becomes aware 

of it and is able to respond. In the words of Opinion No. 1: 

The technique is such that if the sender writes an 'a' the letter 'a' immediately 

appears on the addressee's screen. The parties are both present at the same 

87 M.S.A. Wahab, 'Online Arbi1ra1ion: Tradition Conceptions and lnnova1iw Trends', in A. Jan vJn den llc111 
(Ed.) , Jnter11111io,111/ Arbitrn1io11: The Coming of a New Age?, Kluwer Law International, The Ncthcrl,111t1,, 
20 I 3, p. 662. 

88 MKM Cr,pit11/ l'roperty Limited v. Corbo 11111/ Poyser (n bn11krup1), No. SC 608 of 2008, Au,1r,1l ian C,,plt,d 
rcrritory Supreme Court, AuMrJl ia, December 2008. 

89 K11011 v. Sutha/11111/, AJ No. 1539, f:t/mo1111m 0803 02267, Alberta Court of Queen·~ Bench, C.111.11',1, 
5 I'cbrunry 2009; ll11ivi11 ~ /\ 1111d11tes v. Srn/1 10324, 20 I, Court of Quebec, C.muJ a, 15 A111111~t 2011. 

90 /\ ~e M"rk<'I Ci,11,/('111 v. C:111/11 /\,1'1•, CIV 200H -11115-2676, I IIHII C'ourt, New Zc,,l"nJ, I 6 Ma, ch 2009. 
91 111'0 c,,,,1111/ I/,,, •. ·n S I )i-1/,•111/1•1•1, I l.i.111,!\, Count)' ( OIII I, United Kln11do111, 17 l'chnrnry l() 12. 
<Jl M/mf~ , •. M/111/1', ~IN No l7 I A 11 I I~ I, l h'nncpln ('110111)' < ·111111, Unl lr,1 \t.11c, of 1\mcrl,,1, IO ~foy 2011, 
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time and they may talk orally or write to each other just as if.they were present 

in the same room or were talking over the phone. 

Thus an analogy is drawn to a face-to-face or telephone conversation, because the sender 

has, for instance, a legitimate expectation of an immedi.ate acceptance, such as that provided 

in Article 18(2) CISG. 

However, some of the mentioned means of communication, especially Facebook 

Messenger, WhatsApp and Wicl<r, have it both ways. For instance, if it is indicated that 

the recipient is online at the time when the sender dispatches the message, it virtually 

amounts to a real time communication. However, if the addressee is not, or does not seem 

to be simultaneously online, the communication is equivalent to an e-mail that has reached 

the recipient. Only when both parties are known to be simultaneously online and in 

immediate communication can such means be equated by analogy to real-time communi

cation, such as a phone conversation. As logical and commonplace as this reasoning may 

be, it raises serious difficulties in international trade, given the need for certainty and 

objective criteria. 

Another challenging characteristic of these means of communication is the fact that it 

is often obvious to the sender exactly when the recipient has both received and read the 

message. This is not normally possible in other means of communication, even electronic 

ones, except in the case of real time communication. Although it seems minor, this char

acteristic may have some effect on the notion of'reaching' as developed under CISG doc

trine - and in Opinion No. l - until now. 

Moreover, a relevant feature concerning electronic communications is the possibility 

that the message might be retrievable. As proposed by Opinion No. 1, in order to fulfil the 

requirement of 'writing', the electronic communication must be functionally equivalent 

to a paper-based communication. In this sense, it must satisfy the requirement that it 

provide 'the possibility to save (retrieve) the message and to understand (perceive) it'. As 

already mentioned, an e-mail normally fulfils these functions. The challenging question 

is whether a communication by Facebook Messenger, WhatsApp message, or even a 

Snapchat can be retrievable and, thus, meet the writing requirement. The answer here is 

also blurred. However, it seems that it is factually possible to retrieve these type ofcommu

nications, even ifby print screening. This is especially true regarding SNS communications, 

which are fairly similar to e-mails in this regard. 

Under thee-CC, as previously explained, there is a quite different requirement, namely 

the accessibility of the message so as lo be usable for subsequent rcfercnce.9'
1 II appears 

that this requirement, by comparison with the requirement in Opinion No. I , is more 

straightforwardly met by these modern mc'1ns of co111mt111lcntlo11. 
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5.5.7 Incorporation of Standard T erms 

A different yet still internet related problem regards the incorporation of standard terms 

in dealings conducted on the internet. Two issues raise the greatest concerns. First, the 

compliance of the 'make available' criterion by mere reference to a website address. Sec

ondly, the inclusion of standard terms via click-wrap ('agree') buttons. 

Regarding the first issue, although not expressly addressed in its text, it is unanimously 

understood that the CISG provisions on interpretation and formation of contracts governs 

the inclusion of standard terms. In light of these provisions, it is concluded that, besides 

expressing an intention to be bound by the standard terms, the offeror must make the 

terms available to the offeree.95 The prevajling view argues that sending the standard terms 

as an e-mail attachment or via a hyperlink is generally sufficient.96 

It seems reasonable to go even further. Given the already emphasized presence of the 

internet in international commerce, ' the publication of standard terms on the Internet 

should be regarded as sufficient if there is a reference in the contract pointing to the 

availability of the standard terms on the Internet' .97 As to the inclusion of standard terms 

via click-wrap buttons, in B2C contracts this problem is dealt by customer protection leg

islation. However, these protections are often not replicated for B2B contracts, nor should 

they be. If the offeree can reasonably become aware of the content of the standard terms, 

since they are understandable and in an appropriate language, the mere fact that their 

acceptance was through use of a click-wrap button should not prevent their inclusion. 

After all, it is not reasonable to expect that in a B2B scenario, a reasonable business 

person would not read available standard terms when concluding a contract. Further, if 

the offeree indeed does not read the terms, the offeror should not be made to bear the 

other party's lack of professionalism. It goes without saying that this stricter approach 

certainly should not be extended so far as to encourage deceitful behaviour. 

5.5.8 New Business Formats 

There has already been an interesting debate regarding application of the CISG to software. 

Given the lack of an express definition, scholars and courts have dedicated themselves to 

defining the concept of'goods' under the CISG. It has been autonomously construed thnt 

95 llumlcsgcrichtshof !Supreme CourtJ(BGlt), Gcrmony, 31 October 2001, nvnilnblc ,\I <hllp:1/cl~Aw.l 
law.p.1cc.cdu/cn,e.,/0 I I 011 [( I ,html'>; CISG Advisory Cou11cll, Jf//Jfll note 52, §3, 

96 CISG Advtrnry Cou11cll, 111/11 11 note 'i2, (,'0111111,•11,s, p11ri1. 3.'I , 
97 l', I 11utonNcht11gcr, 'C:111 , l'lll Prnhlrnu ttrg11r1lln11 thr lntc, pr,,i.,1 11111 11f Si.11cn1c111.i 1111d l'urty C:umluct umlr1 

th~ CtM, I hr ltr"•111111hlr 'I hh1I 11111 •011, I 11 111111 11t1a 11, 11hlll•t1• ,ual 1'1111111h11d Tr, nu 111111 C'o111ll1 lu11', V/11 
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'goods' under the CISG should be moveable,98 and allow for the trapsfer of property at the 

time of the delivery.99 Thus 'goods' could be 'any item that can be commercially sold and 

in which property can be passed on' .100 

This chapter does not embrace the view that goods must be tangible.101 It seems that 

that particular controversy has come to an end, since the vast majority of scholars,102 in 

addition to jurisprudence, 103 affirms the general inclusion of software under the meaning 
of'goods'. 

These conclusions are helpful in determining whether the CISG applies to the sale of 

physical goods to be downloaded and 3D-printed, for instance. This type of transactions 

does not exist in the distant future, but is already part of everyday life. There are a variety 

of 3D-printed goods that are already being traded, such as glasses, racecars, '04 robotic 

prosthetics, toys, decoration items, clothes, shoes, and even weapons. 

The extension of the reasonfog applied to software to 3D-print sales is quite easy con

sidering 'goods' under the CISG do not need to be tangible or corporeal. In these new type 

of contracts, there is no actual transport of the goods, nor transfer of property, which in 

light of Article 30 CISG are considered characteristics of a CISG contract; only the sale of 

a virtual design. As a matter of fact, the goods can be considered as non-existent beforehand. 

It is defended that the fact that the goods (or corresponding software) are to be down

loaded, or that there will not be an old-fashioned transfer of property, should not prevent 

the application of the CISG. 105 Therefore, the sale of goods to be 3D-printed after delivery 
should be encompassed by the CISG. 

98 Schwenzer & Hachem, supra note 78, para. 16. 
99 Panda v. S/11mde Westband Fumiture, Min Si Ti Zi Di No. 4 (2004), Supreme Court of the People's 

Republic of China, 21 September 2005. 
100 F. Diedrich, 'The CJSG and Computer Software Revisited', Vindobona Journal of International Commercial 

Law and Arbitration, Supplemeni, Vol. 6, 2002, p. 64, available at <www.cisg.law.pace.edu/cisg/bib
lio/diedrich I .html>. 

101 See Oberlandesgericht [Appellate Court] (OLG) Kobleni, Germany, 17 September 1993, available at 
<http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/930917gl.html>; contra F. Ferrari, 'Brief Remarks on Electronic Con
tracting and the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG)', 
Vindobona Journal of International Commercial !.nw & Arbitration, Vol. 6, 2002, p. 294. 

102 See Schwenzer & Hachcm, supra note 78, para. 18; J. Lookofsky, ' In Dubio Pro Conventionc? Some Thoughts 
about Opt-outs, Computer Programs and Preemption under the 1980 Vienna Sales Convention (CISG)', 
Duke Journal of Comparative & International Law, Vol. 13, 2003, pp. 277-278. 

103 See Commercial Court Zurich, Switzerland, 17 February 2000, available a l <hllp://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/ 
cases/0002 17s1.html>; Silicon Biomedical lnstru111e11ts. v. Eric/, Jaeger, District Court Arnhem, The 
Netherlands, 28 June 2006, available at <hllp://cisgw3.law.pacc.cdu/cases/060628n I.html>; lrt1ndgerlcht 
[District Courtl(LG) Munchcn, Germany, 8 February 1995, 8 HKO 211667/93, av11ilnhlc n l 
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Nevertheless, this situation may give rise lo a great number of new challenges regarding 

the conformity of such goods. Just lo give one example, not all 3D-printers use the same 

technology. This cou.ld lead to incompatibilities between contractual expectations and the 

final product, and the CISG will need lo resolve the issue in accordance with guidelines 

regarding conformity of goods. 

5.6 CONCLUSION 

When asked by Professor Honnold whether the CISG should be extended to new issues 

and areas through interpretation or by amendment, Professor Schlechtriem stated a pref

erence for interpretation: '[w]e always have to be aware of the boundaries and limits of 

the Convention. Inside these boundaries and limits we can extend the Convention to cover 

issues not clearly provided for, not foreseen by the drafters' .106 

This premise applies to the challenges of e-commerce. The CJSG may not have foreseen 

all technological advances, but it was drafted in a flexible fashion so as to adjust to the 

changing times and conditions. This is reflected in CISG Advisory Council Opinion No. 

1, which sets forth most of the fundamental criteria for application of the CISG to contracts 

made or performed by electronic means. 

Analysis of electronic commerce shows the necessary solutions are there to be found 

and developed from the language and context of the CISG. After all, electronic contracting 

is simply a method of contracting, rather than something which alters the purpose of 

substantive rules. Thus, the solution is a matter of application and interpretation of the 

present rules. 107 In this sense, neither the CISG nor Opinion No. 1 requires any formal 

update. Their application has evolved in response to technological advances through 
scholarly writings and jurisprudence. 

E-commerce is fast-changing by definition. The quest for novelty and constant 

replacement of technologies, products, methods and instruments are at its core. External 

efforts such as the Opinion No. 1 in particular restate underlying principles and provide 

an adequate framework for the gap-filling required by Article 7(2) CISG, and which is 

necessary to address the peculiarities of this field . They preserve the Convention's suitability 

to face changes in international commerce and to advance the CISG's mandate of uni form 
international application. 
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